
SIEGEL MODULAR FORMS, GRASSMANNIAN DESIGNS,AND UNIMODULAR LATTICESCHRISTINE BACHOC AND GABRIELE NEBEAbstrat. Siegel theta series with harmoni oeÆients are vetor-valued Siegel modular forms. We use them to show that ertain setionsof latties form designs in Grassmannian spae.1. IntrodutionIn [2℄, a notion of t-design on the Grassmann manifold Gm;n is introdued,generalizing the so-alled (antipodal) spherial designs. Many examples ofsuh designs arise from latties, the most famous ones being the designsassoiated to the root lattie E8 and the Leeh lattie. In both ases, thesedesigns an be explained by properties of the representations a�orded bytheir automorphism groups. In the ase of the spherial designs, anotherproof, due to Boris Venkov, uses the theta series of these latties as modularforms. Suh an argument has been applied suessfully to other families oflatties (see [15℄ and [3℄).In this paper, we prove a similar onnetion between the Grassmanniandesigns and ertain vetor-valued Siegel modular forms assoiated to a lat-tie. By using the expliit desription of ertain spaes of vetor-valuedSiegel modular forms, we an prove the existene of Grassmannian designsin the family of the extremal even unimodular latties of dimension 32.2. Grassmannian designs2.1. De�nitions. We briey reall here the notion of Grassmannian de-signs. For a more detailled presentation, the reader is referred to [2℄.Let Gm;n denote the real Grassmannian spae ofm-dimensional subspaesof Rn , together with the transitive ation of the real orthogonal groupO(n;R). The starting point is the deomposition of the Hilbert-spae ofomplex-valued absolutely squared integrable funtions L2(Gm;n) under theation of O(n;R). As an O(n;R)-module:L2(Gm;n) = ��H�m;n(1)where the sum is over the partitions � = �1 � � � � � �m � 0 with evenparts �i � 0 mod 2. The spaes H�m;n are isomorphi to the irreduibleDate: January 8, 2003.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 11H06,1



2 CHRISTINE BACHOC AND GABRIELE NEBErepresentation V �n (see [6℄) of O(n;R) anonially assoiated to �. Thedegree of the partition � is by de�nition deg(�) :=Pi �i.De�nition 2.1. A �nite subset X of Gm;n is alled a t-design if one of thefollowing equivalent properties is satis�ed:1. For all f 2 H�m;n and all � with 0 � deg(�) � t,RGm;n f(p)dp = 1jXjPx2X f(x).2. For all f 2 H�m;n and all � with 2 � deg(�) � t, Px2X f(x) = 0.There is a nie haraterization of the designs in terms of the zonal fun-tions of Gm;n: It is a lassial fat that the orbits under the ation ofO(n;R) of the pairs (p; p0) of elements of Gm;n are haraterized by theirso-alled prinipal angles (�1; : : : ; �m) 2 [0; �=2℄m. We denote yi := os2(�i).The polynomial funtions on Gm;n � Gm;n whih are invariant under thediagonal ation of O(n;R) are polynomials in the variables (y1; : : : ; ym).They form an algebra isomorphi to the algebra C [Y1 ; : : : ; Ym℄Sm of sym-metri polynomials in m variables. Moreover, there is a unique sequeneof polynomials p�(Y1; : : : ; Ym) indexed by the partitions into even parts,suh that C [Y1 ; : : : ; Ym℄Sm = P� C p� , p�(1; : : : ; 1) = 1, and the funtion :p 2 Gm;n ! p�(y1(p; p0); : : : ; ym(p; p0)) de�nes, for all p0 2 Gm;n, an elementof H�m;n. These polynomials have degree deg(�)=2. They are expliitelyalulated in [8℄.Theorem 2.2. (see [2, Proposition 4.2℄) Let X � Gm;n be a �nite set.Then,1. Pp;p02X p�(y1(p; p0); : : : ; ym(p; p0)) � 0.2. The set X � Gm;n is a t-design if and only if for all �, 2 � deg(�) � t,Pp;p02X p�(y1(p; p0); : : : ; ym(p; p0)) = 0.2.2. Some subsets of Gm;n assoiated to a lattie. Let L � Rn be alattie. We de�ne ertain natural �nite subsets of Gm;n assoiated to L, inthe following way. The spaes of m �m real symmetri, real positive de�-nite, and real positive semi-de�nite matries are denoted by Sm(R), S>0m (R),S�0m (R), respetively.De�nition 2.3. Let S 2 S>0m (R). We denote LS the set of p 2 Gm;n suhthat p \ L is a lattie, having a basis (v1; : : : ; vm) with vi � vj = Si;j.Clearly, the sets LS are �nite sets. In the ase m = 1, the sets LS arethe sets of lines supporting the primitive lattie vetors of �xed norm. It isworth notiing that these sets are unions of orbits under the automorphismgroup of the lattie.We introdue a few more notations. An m-tuple of vetors of Rn is de-noted by v(m) and the Gram matrix of its vetors by gram(v(m)). The realvetor spae spanned by these vetors is Rv(m) . If the vetors of v(m) belongto the lattie L, and onsist of a Z-basis of L\Rv(m) , v(m) is alled primitive.



SIEGEL MODULAR FORMS, GRASSMANNIAN DESIGNS, AND UNIMODULAR LATTICES3One of the aims of this paper is to study the design properties of the setsLS. Therefore, we have to onsider sums of the type Pp2LS f(p) where fruns over the spaes H�m;n.Lemma 2.4. The following assertions are equivalent:1. For all S 2 S>0m (R), Pp2LS f(p) = 02. For all S 2 S>0m (R), Pv(m)2Lm;primitivegram(v(m))=S f(Rv(m) ) = 03. For all S 2 S>0m (R), P v(m)2Lmgram(v(m))=S f(Rv(m) ) = 0Proof. Two bases of the lattie L \ p with the same Gram matrix are ex-hanged by an element of the automorphism group of L \ p, so the seondsum di�ers from the �rst by a multipliative fator. In the third sum,the non primitive v(m) ontribute to subsums of the type Pp2LS0 f(p) withdet(S0) < det(S) so we an onlude by indution on det(S).Remark 2.5. With the help of representation theory of the automorphismgroup, one �nds examples of latties L suh that all the (non empty) sets LS(with rank(S)� dim(L)2 ) are Grassmannian k-designs (see [2℄). For the rootlatties D4; E6; E7 one an take k = 4, for E8 and the Barnes-Wall lattieBW16, k = 6 and even k = 10 for the Leeh lattie �24.It turns out that the sums of Lemma 2.4(3) an be interpreted in termsof ertain vetor-valued modular forms. The next setion realls the basiproperties of these modular forms.3. Vetor-valued Siegel modular formsLet Hm denote the Siegel spaeHm := fZ 2Mm�m(C ) j Zt = Z;Z = X + iY and Y > 0g(2)endowed with the usual ation of the sympleti group Sp(m;R). If M :=�A BC D � 2 Sp(m;R) and Z 2 Hm then M:Z := (AZ +B)(CZ +D)�1.Let (�; V�) be a �nite dimensional omplex representation of GL(m; C ).A V�-valued Siegel modular form for the modular group �m := Sp(m;Z) isa holomorphi funtion f : Hm ! V� satisfying the transformation formulaf j� M = f for all M 2 �m, where(f j� M)(Z) := �(CZ +D)�1f(MZ)(plus a ondition on the growth of f in the ase m = 1). Suh a modularform has got a Fourier expansion of the type:f(Z) =XS af (S)e(SZ)(3)



4 CHRISTINE BACHOC AND GABRIELE NEBEwhere e(SZ) := ei� trae(SZ) and S runs over the set of even symmetripositive semi-de�nite matries Sevenm := fS 2 S�0m (R) j Si;j 2 Z and Si;i � 0mod 2g.One an restrit without loss of generality to the ase when the represen-tation � is irreduible. Then, it is haraterized by its highest weight, anm-tuple � := (�1; : : : ; �m) with �1 � � � � � �m, and we may denote (��; V�)this representation.The vetor spae [�m; �℄ of these modular forms is �nite dimensional.The lassial ase of omplex-valued Siegel modular forms orresponds tothe one-dimensional representations; the spaes may be denoted [�m;detk℄or more briey [�m; k℄. The diret sum A(�m) := �k�0 mod 2[�m; k℄ is a C -algebra, the struture of whih is ompletely understood only form = 1; 2; 3.For an arbitrary representation �, the sumA(�m; �) := �k�0 mod 2[�m;detk
�℄is a module over the previous algebra. Its struture is ompletely desribedin the ases m = 2 and � = [2; 0℄; [4; 0℄; [6; 0℄ (see [12℄, [7℄).Suh modular forms an be onstruted from latties, in the followingway (see [4℄ and [5℄ for detailed proofs). Let L be again an n-dimensionallattie ontained in Rn . The theta series of degree m � n=2 assoiated to Lis: �(m)L := Xv(m)2LmS:=gram(v(m)) e(SZ) = XS2Sevenm aL(S)e(SZ)(4)where aL(S) ounts the number of v(m) 2 Lm with gram(v(m)) = S. Then�(m)L is a Siegel modular form for some ongruene subgroup, whih an betaken to be the full modular group �m = Sp(m;Z), if the lattie L is evenunimodular. The weight of �(m)L is equal to n=2 (i.e. they are modular formsfor the representation � = detn=2).More generally, one an onstrut vetor-valued modular forms from alattie L and some spaes of harmoni polynomials.Let C [X ℄ denote the polynomial algebra in the matrix variables (Xi;j)1�i�m1�j�n ,with the ation of GL(m;R) �GL(n;R) given by (g; h):P = P (gtXh). Thedeomposition of this spae is well-known to be:C [X ℄ ' ��F �m 
 F �n(5)where F �m denotes the irreduible GL(m;R)-module anonially assoiatedto the partition � = (�1; : : : ; �m) with �1 � � � � � �m � 0. The harmonipolynomials are the polynomials belonging to the intersetion of the kernelsof the operators �i;j := nXk=1 �2�Xi;k�Xj;k :(6)Their spae is denoted Hm;n and is stable under the ation of GL(m;R) �O(n;R). Its deomposition is given by



SIEGEL MODULAR FORMS, GRASSMANNIAN DESIGNS, AND UNIMODULAR LATTICES5Hm;n 'GL(m;R)�O(n;R)M� F �m 
 V �n(7)Equivalently, the polynomial funtions: P : Mm�n(C ) ! F �m satisfying��(u)P (X) = P (utX) for all u 2 GL(m;R) span a vetor spae, O(n;R)-isomorphi to V �n . We shall denote it Harm�m;n.De�nition 3.1. Let L � Rn be a lattie and P 2 Harm�m;n. For m � n2 let�(m)L;P := Xv(m)2LmS:=gram(v(m))P (v(m))e(SZ)(8)where P (v(m)) stands for the value of P on the m � n matrix Xv(m) , therows of whih are equal to the m vetors of v(m). �(m)L;P is alled the harmoniSiegel theta series of L with oeÆients P .Proposition 3.2. ([5℄) If L � Rn is an even unimodular lattie and P 2Harm�m;n, then �(m)L;P 2 [�m;detn=2
��℄ is a vetor valued Siegel modularform for the full modular group.4. Harmoni theta series and Grassmannian designsIn this setion we show how harmoni Siegel theta series an be used toshow that ertain sets LS of setions of a lattie L provide Grassmanniandesigns.Theorem 4.1. Let L � Rn be an even lattie, and let m � n=2. Assumethat, for all P 2 Harm�m;n and all even � with 2 � deg(�) � t, �(m)L;P = 0.Then, for all m0 � m and all S 2 S>0m0(R), the non empty sets LS aret-designs.Proof. The spae (F �m)O(m;R) of O(m;R)-invariant elements in F �m is one-dimensional if and only if � is even. We denote v� an arbitrary non-zerovetor of this spae. We hoose on F �m an O(m;R)-invariant hermitian form,denoted by <;>, and we an assume v� to be of norm 1 for this form. If P 2Harm�m;n, let P0 : Mm�n(C ) ! C be de�ned by: P0(X) :=< P (X); v� >.By onstrution, the funtion P0 is O(m;R)-invariant and therefore de�nesan element ~P0 of L2(Gm;n) by: ~P0(p) := P0(Xp), where Xp is the matrixof any orthonormal basis of p. The mapping P ! ~P0 is an isomorphism ofO(n;R)-modules from Harm�m;n to H�m;n.Let S 2 Sevenm be of rank m. There exists U 2 GL(m;R) suh thatS = UU t. From the hypothesis, we have, for all P 2 Harm�m;n,Xv(m)2LmS:=gram(v(m))P (v(m)) = 0:



6 CHRISTINE BACHOC AND GABRIELE NEBESine ��((U�1)t)P (v(m)) = P (U�1Xv(m)), and sine U�1Xv(m) is the ma-trix of an orthonormal basis of the spae Rv(m) , we onlude thatXv(m)2LmS:=gram(v(m)) ~P0(Rv(m) ) = 0:From Lemma 2.4, the set LS is a t-design. The assertion on the otherm0 < m derives from the same argument applied to the suessive imagesof �(m)L;P by the �-operator.In order to apply the previous theorem to onrete situations, we needto study the spaes of vetor-valued modular forms. The next propositionshows that in general we only need to study the usp forms. The spae ofusp forms is the spae of forms f 2 [�m; �℄ for whih af (S) = 0 for all thematries S of rank smaller than m, and is denoted [�m; �℄0.Proposition 4.2. Assume that, for all m0 � m, and for all S 2 S>0m0(R),the non empty sets LS are t-designs. Then, the modular forms �(m+1)L;P areusp forms, when P is assoiated to a partition � with either �m+1 > 0 orPmi=1 �i � t.Proof. If S 2 Sevenm+1 is suh that Sm+1;m+1 = 0, and if S = UU t, thenthe last row vetor um+1 of U equals 0. One has AU = U , with A thediagonal matrix with 1 on the diagonal exept the last oeÆient equals 0.If P 2 H�m+1;n, P (U) = P (AU) = ��(A)P (U) = 0 if �m+1 > 0 (in thatase, det divides ��). On the other hand, the polynomial P restrited to thematrix variables Xi;j with Xm+1;j = 0 belongs to a subspae isomorphi asa GL(m;R)-module to F (�1 ;:::;�m)m , and is harmoni in these variables. Henethe design property implies that the oeÆients of �(m+1)L;P orresponding tomatries S with Sm+1;m+1 = 0 and of rank m are equal to zero. We aniterate the same argument to obtain the nullity of the oeÆients assoiatedto matries S of lower rank.5. Even unimodular extremal lattiesLet L be an even unimodular lattie of dimension n = 24q+8r (r = 0; 1; 2).Sine its theta series �L belongs to the spae [�1; n=2℄, and sine, as iswell-known, the algebra of modular forms A(�1) = C [E4 ; E6℄, the followingbound holds for the minimum of L:min(L) � 2[n=24℄ + 2(9)A lattie is alled (analytially) extremal, if its minimum attains thisbound. This notion an be de�ned for other families of latties, see the niesurvey paper [10℄. Extremal even unimodular latties are only known forn = 8; 16; 24; 32; 40; 48; 56; 64; 80 and are ompletely determined only up to



SIEGEL MODULAR FORMS, GRASSMANNIAN DESIGNS, AND UNIMODULAR LATTICES7n = 24 (where the unique Leeh lattie satis�es this bound). In dimension32, they form a huge family, among whih 5 of them are onstruted fromextremal binary odes. In dimension 48, whih is the �rst dimension for theminimum 6, only three of them are known. The question of the existene ofsuh a lattie in dimension 72 (hene of minimum 8) is still opened.Let S 2 S>0m (R), we denote min(S) := minfxSxt; x 2 Zm; x 6= 0g. Let fbe a non zero usp form; we de�ne m(f) := 12 minfmin(S) j af (S) 6= 0g. Weset m(0) = +1. For example, if f = �(m)L;P , learly m(f) � min(L)=2. In thease of degree one, due to the expliit desription of [�1; k℄, it is easy to seethat: if f 6= 0; m(f) � k=12(10)where k is the weight of f . Applied to the forms f = �(1)L;P , it leads to theresult, due to Boris Venkov, that the sets LS assoiated to extremal latties(here LS = L(a) is the set of lines supporting lattie vetors of given norma) support designs of strength 10�4r. We introdue the following notation:min([�m; �℄0) := maxfmin(f) j f 2 [�m; �℄0g:(11)We now onsider the question of the generalization of this result to thehigher degree Grassmannian designs ontained in extremal even unimodularlatties. For the E8 lattie and the Leeh lattie, the properties of theirautomorphism groups prove that they do ontain respetively 6- and 10-Grassmannian designs (see [2℄). So, the �rst interesting ase is the ase ofdimension 32.We now restrit to the asem = 2, and give the numerial results obtainedby the expliit alulations of the spaes [�2; �℄0 for �� = det16
��, where� runs over partitions of small degree. A formula for the dimensions of thesespaes is given in [13℄.j�j 0 2 4 6 8 10� (0) (2; 0) (4; 0) (6; 0) (8; 0) (10; 0)dim([�m; �℄0) 2 2 3 5 7 8min([�m; �℄0) 2 2 2 2(?) 2(?)� (2; 2) (4; 2) (6; 2) (8; 2)dim([�m; �℄0) 2 2 4 7min([�m; �℄0) 2 2 2 4� (4; 4) (6; 4)dim([�m; �℄0) 3 3min([�m; �℄0) 4 2Corollary 5.1. For all 32-dimensional even unimodular latties of mini-mum 4 and all S of rank � 2 the non-empty sets LS are 6-designs.
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